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Rethinking the relationship                
between language and culture

Two opposite positions concerning the 
language/culture relation:

language and culture are inseparable, or

language is culturally neutral

Defining a third position (Risager 2006):

language and culture can be separated, and

language is never culturally neutral
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Language and culture can be separated

language: linguistic practice, linguistic 
resources, and the construct ’language’

linguistic practices flow in social networks of 
different ranges, up to the global range

by migration and language learning

linguistic practices flow across cultural contexts 

flows create local linguistic complexity 

a transnational and global view of language (cf. 
Hannerz’ view of culture, 1992)
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Language is never culturally neutral

any language carries meaning (= culture)

every language has its own linguaculture        

(cf. Agar’s languaculture, 1994)

semantic-pragmatic dimension

poetic dimension

identity dimension

linguaculture = culture in language
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Linguaculture                               
in the subject’s linguistic resources

the subject’s linguaculture is

shared (with other people’s linguacultures)

individual (tied to the subject’s life history)

one’s linguaculture is originally tied to the first 

language

learning other languages means building on the 

linguaculture of one’s first language
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Discourses                                 
across and within languages

discourses may flow from language to language 

via translations and other kinds of transformation

discourses may circulate within a language 

community/network without ever coming out 

(being translated)

discourse is a language phenomenon (cf. 

Fairchlough 1992), but not necessarily tied to a 

particular language
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Language-culture reconsidered

concepts in the language-culture interface:

language (a specific language)

linguaculture (tied to the specific language and 

to a specific subject)

discourse (not necessarily tied to the specific 

language, can move across languages)

the rest of culture (food, music, technology, 

architecture, images, etc., etc.)
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Transnational migration and the subject

subjects migrating carry their personal 

linguacultures with them

the linguaculture may change in the process 

(connotations, loan words, etc.)

subjects migrating carry their discourses with 

them

the discourses may change in the process
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A multilingual research project                    
on immigrants

Project ’Learning & Integration – Adults  and 

Danish as a Second Language’

language learning and intercultural learning 

during the first years in Denmark

my part: intercultural learning in a life-long and 

transnational perspective, focus on knowledge 

and knowledge discourses
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Eight informants (immigrants)

informants: five women, three men

from Spain, Macedonia, Japan, Germany, 
Zambia, Egypt, Turkey and Lithuania

comment on national categorisation

life-historical interviews in the first language

culture-learning interviews in the first language

follow-up interviews in Danish
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The interview process with first languages

the researchers write the interview guide in 

Danish

the bilingual interviewer translates and conducts 

the interview in the informant’s first language, 

e.g. Arabic. The researcher is not present.

the interviewer transcribes the interview

the interviewer translates the transcribed 

interview into Danish
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Interviewers and validators

bilingual interviewers

relevant academic qualifications

immigrants themselves

having the int. language as a first language

bilingual validators

relevant academic qualifications

ethnic Danes

having Danish as a first language
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Hassan: a young man from Egypt           
early interviews

has studied tourism and trade in Egypt

was tourist guide in Egypt, met a Danish girl

moved to Denmark, has a cleaning job

is worried about pork meat and alcohol

interested in taxes, and hospital vocabulary

uses the Internet a lot, ’I know everything’

much knowledge from his Danish wife

’Danes are racist, they hate foreigners’
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’Politics’/’political conditions’
an area of knowledge

culture-learning interview, orig. in Arabic

questions referring to various areas of 

knowledge required by Danish authorities

one of them: knowlege about political conditions 

in Denmark

’dhuruuf siaasiia’, ’politiske forhold’, ’political 

conditions’
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’Not interested in politics’

Hassan in the culture-learning interview: 

not interest in politics, only knowledge (A)

interpretation by the (Iraqi) interviewer:

a strategic answer (B)

interpretation by the (Danish) validator:

an ignorant person (C)
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’Keen interest in politics’

Hassan in the follow-up interview (three years 

later):

I am very interested in politics (D)

refers to politics in Denmark and to global 

politics – a Danish and a global citizen
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An interplay of                              
linguacultures and discourses

A multidimensional learning process

learning a certain variety of Danish language 

and combining Arabic and Danish linguaculture

learning certain discourses in Denmark on 

politics 

Learning certain Muslim discourses on political 

conditions in Denmark and the world (expressed 

in Danish)
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’Intercultural communication’ as              

intersubjective communication involving                

linguacultures and discourses

researcher

validator

interviewer

informant
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